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Being the biggest deep-sea port in the Arctic,

Murmansk is also known as the largest city

beyond the Polar Circle in general. Such

phenomena as Polar Night, Midnight sun,

Aurora Borealis, as well as mighty and

beautiful northern landscapes impress

thousands of tourists coming to the Kola

Peninsula from all over the world. Murmansk

mission: administration of the region as well as

the development of fisheries, marine logistics,

and creative industries (incl. tourism). Yet

being very young (founded in 1916),

Murmansk and its region share a common

border with Finland and Norway and enjoy

rich historical and cultural heritage (including

the indigenous one of the Sámi people) thus

providing opportunities for good leisure time

and development of creative industries and

SMEs.

The other two towns MASU is presented in,

Apatity and Kirovsk, are more to the south

neighboring the ancient Khibiny mountains.

Both focus on the development of ore-mining

and processing as well as chemical and other

minerals-related industries. Despite being

quite small, Apatity is unofficially referred to

as the “Science town” due to several

branches of academic institutions located

there. Kirovsk, found in only 20 km away, is

also developing tourism infrastructure and

serves as one of the best ski and hiking

resorts.

About Murmansk
region
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MASU is a federal state budgetary

educational institution of higher education

under the remit of Ministry of Science and

Higher Education of Russian Federation. It is

one of the northernmost universities in the

world and the oldest university of Murmansk

region founded 13th October, 1939. 

We strive for being a university as diverse as

the Arctic itself: our research, education,

and other activities cover a wide spectrum

of topics and ideas. In 2017, MASU was

awarded a status of a Russian regional

"Flagship University" which means being a

driver of local economic development. In

2021 MASU headed the 2nd category of

Russian research institutions being ahead of

nearly all other Russian universities in the

Arctic region. Our graduates are so

successful that 80% of them get employed

according to their training profiles even at

3rd and 4th year of their studies at

university.

About MASU
Year university state accreditation - 2019

Number of accredited majors:

Number of Academic staff (HE)  - over 150

% of Ph.D. and Advanced Doctor degree holders - 83

Number of Academic units - 28

Number of HE students - over 2500

Geography of students: Russia, Kazakhstan, Ukraine,

Latvia, Thailand, Egypt, Azerbaijan, India

Vocational training - 9

Bachelor - 21

Master - 10

Ph.D. - 8

Specialist - 2

 

Facts and Figures

C L I N I C A L  M E D I C I N E

D E P A R T M E N T  
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Arctic urban studies and Northern identity

Arctic tourism and Territorial development

Human health and Quality of life in the Arctic

Innovative pedagogical approaches and Socio-

psychological well being

Arctic ecosystems' monitoring and preservation 

Risks of Arctic nature management

Digital tools for quarrying and ore mining 

MASU is a classical university which research

activities cover a wide spectrum of topics.

Nevertheless, we consider our main project and

expertise areas (greenfields) to be:

Research



Our university covers a wide range of study

profiles which account for 26 state-accredited

higher education majors:

01.00.00    Mathematics and engineering

02.00.00    Computer and IT sciences

05.00.00    Earth sciences

06.00.00    Biological sciences

09.00.00    IT and computing tools

13.00.00    Electrical and thermo�energy

14.00.00    Nuclear energy and technologies

15.00.00    Mechanical engineering

16.00.00    Physics and engineering sciences 

21.00.00    Applied geology, mining, oil and gas, and geodesy

22.00.00    Materials technology 

Education

 

Rector's
Note

Irina Shadrina (d.o.b. 13 May, 1960), Advanced Doctor

in Pedagogy, Docent, Professor.

Education provided by MASU has become more

practice-oriented and is based on the principle of

“lifelong learning”. We train professionals who are

planning to fulfil their potential in the High North,

because the Arctic now is in the focus of not only

technical research, but also social and humanitarian

fields of knowledge...
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Y O U T H  

E N T R E P R E N E U R S H I P  

C E N T E R

31.00.00    Clinical medicine

37.00.00    Psychological sciences

38.00.00    Economics and management

39.00.00    Sociology and social work

40.00.00    Legal studies

42.00.00    Mass media and library�informational services

43.00.00    Consumers services and tourism

44.00.00    Education and pedagogy

45.00.00    Linguistics and philology

46.00.00    History and archaeology

47.00.00    Philosophy, ethics and religion studies

49.00.00    Physical education and sport

54.00.00    Visual and applied arts

MASU partners with over 280 businesses to ensure

graduates' employability and sustainability of the

Arctic region. The companies vary from regional

creative SMEs to the international businesses of

natural resources and logistics sphere. What is

more, we cooperate and run joint projects with

organizations from various countries in order to

develop science diplomacy and professional

expertise. 

PartnersMost interesting:
Applied mathematics and IT 

Ecology and nature

management 

Biology 

IT and computing tools 

General medicine 

Psychology 

Management 

Consumer services 

Tourism 

Design

Murmansk campus*

Geology 

Ecology and nature management 

Biology 

Information systems and technologies 

Electrical engineering 

Nuclear energy and thermo-physics 

Industrial business processes automation 

Applied physics 

Mining and quarrying

Physical processes of mining or oil industries

Metallurgy 

Apatity campus*

 * Bachelor and Specialist programs in Russian language. For English lnaguage
instruction, at least 15 students needed in case the program is recruited this year

https://www.multitran.com/m.exe?s=engineering&l1=1&l2=2
https://www.multitran.com/m.exe?s=materials+technology&l1=1&l2=2


Students of many Russian universities are

usually accommodated in a corridor-type

dorms implying sharing a bathroom and a

kitchen with a lot of people. 

Our students, however, live in a 9-storey flat-

type dormitory and share flats with 2-4

fellows (depending on flat size). Each

apartment is equiped with own kitchen and

bathroom facilities.

Accommodation

Apart from academic activities such as

research and education, MASU also

provides various opporutnities for its

students to socialise and fulfill their creative

potential. 

Project development and cultural activities,

international mobility and sports, combining

work and studies, various youth clubs and

volunteering - all of this is possible and very

much appreciated in MASU.

Extracurricular

Scan QR code for more information, pictures,

and official documents, or go to

https://www.masu.edu.ru 
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We thank Aleksandr Vodnev for the permission to use the photos in

this info-material. Link: vk.com/vodnevphotography

 


